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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.HAFEZ The Long Poems Translation
Introduction Paul Smith Persia s greatest exponent of the ghazal Hafiz (1320-1392) who was small,
fat and ugly became a Perfect Spiritual Master (Qutub), was twice exiled from his beloved Shiraz
for his criticism of rulers and false Sufi masters and hypocritical clergy. He is now considered as
one of the greatest poets of all time. His Divan shows he composed in other forms other than his
ghazals and ruba is: his famous three masnavi poems. The Wild Deer, Book of the Winebringer
Book of the Minstrel are mysterious and sublime as are his qasidas, mukhammas, tarji-band tarikhband. Included in the Introduction: Life of Hafiz, Spirituality and Poetry its Forms. Glossary, Selected
Bibliography. The correct rhyme-structure has been kept as well as the beauty and meaning of
these immortal long poems. Large Format Paperback 7 x 10 246 Pages. Goethe: In his poetry Hafiz
inscribed undeniable truth indelibly! He has no peer! Gertrude Bell: It is as if his mental Eye,
endowed with wonderful acuteness of vision, had penetrated into those provinces of...
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Reviews
This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS
It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a Jer de
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